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This market study is intended to shed light on where the priorities and opportunities are in the US sports
industry that progress towards a resilient future for sport and its communities; the requirements and innovation needed
to transition toward an ever greener, healthier and more inclusive sports industry.

Scope of the Report
The market study aligns with the priority sector Sports as identified in the annual plan by the Consulates
General in Miami and San Francisco, with a focus on California, Florida and Texas, and organized in 4 segments:
Green Venues, with a particular emphasis on energy, water & waste management solutions
Innovative Fan Engagement, outlining the dynamic changes in how we view & interact with sports events
Enhanced Sports Performance, identifying products and services supporting holistic athlete training, and
Community Sport, (Sport for All) focusing on the delivery of sports participation at large
Each of these areas of the sport sector are quite distinct in the market dynamics, target market(s)/buyers and range of
solutions (types of products and services). Each section of the report is outlined in a way to provide the most meaningful
information to Dutch companies who are approaching the U.S. market with the intention of expansion or collaboration,
outlining:
Ecosystem and market drivers for each of these 4 specific areas in the U.S.
Current U.S. market opportunities
a S.W.O.T. analysis and Recommendations for Dutch companies and
Key Industry Resources to guide Dutch firms in further exploring the market for their product/service
Each report segment does this in a slightly different manner, dependent upon the nature of buyers and sellers in the
space and the market forces & influences in play.
This is a publication of the Netherlands Enterprise Agency. This publication was commissioned by the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. © Netherlands Enterprise Agency 2022

This report was prepared by the Green Sports Alliance and 5T Sports Group.
The Green Sports Alliance is the environmentally-focused trade organization that convenes
stakeholders from around the sporting world to promote healthy, sustainable communities
where we live and play. We encourage the sports industry and its partners to measure,
mitigate, and advance their sustainability and social impact.

5T Sports Group future-proofs the global sports industry by providing business and market
intelligence and advisory to professional leagues, teams and global brands. We guide brands
and their sports partners in putting their values into action through impact-driven programs
and mobilize fans to have fun, on purpose. 5T is a certified B Corp.

With Thanks and Acknowledgement of Key Contributors:
James Dodenhoff
Sean Callanan
Sport Ecology Group
Lauren Lichterman
Nicole Beissner
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Innovation in the sports industry globally has taken off at an incredible pace over the past decade. No aspect of the
industry has been left behind:
In Sports Venues from the turf to the skylights;
In Enhanced Sports Performance from the grassroots to professional; and
In the Community, from toddlers to active seniors and everyone in between
The U.S., in addition to its own large sports spectacles and viewership among its 5 largest professional leagues, will
2028 Olympics in Los Angeles, and
potentially even the 2030 Winter Olympics as Salt Lake City bids to repeat its very successful games of
2002. These type of large events offer great opportunities for Dutch companies.
Size of the Industry
The U.S. market revenue by level of sport breaks down to approximately:
Professional Sports
College(University) Sports
Youth Sports

$80B
$19B (2019)
$12B ($5B fees, equipment; $7B travel)

The overall economic impact of the sports sector in the US amounts to approximately $500B annually.

Key Differences
Unlike the majority of the global sports world, soccer is not the dominant sport the U.S. in terms of participation or in
viewership. Americans enjoy multiple sports at the professional level as fans and participate across a wider range of sports
than typical of other countries as well.
The U.S. is very much a fanatical sports country and spends a great amount of time, energy and money on viewing, playing
umbers above attest. Sports is embedded into the school system, where it is part
of the development pathway to professional play for American football, basketball and baseball, especially. High school
games are well-attended not only by fellow students and parents, but often entire communities. Championship high school
football games in Texas or Ohio can see audiences of up to 50,000 people.
Also noteworthy is the absence of a U.S. national governing body for sport, such as a Ministry of Sport, which makes for a
fragmented and often inequitable delivery of sports opportunities. The professional leagues also have much greater
influence over the lower levels of their sport than the respective U.S. sport governing bodies who represent the sport in the
international system.

Four Areas of Innovation & Opportunity, Three Regions of Focus
Given the size and variation of the U.S. market, the focus on opportunities is primarily on the three largest sports markets of
California, Texas and Florida. Collectively these 3 states contain 17.5% of the U.S. population and are home to 25% of
American professional sports teams across the 5 major leagues.
For each of the innovation areas, we have provided state-specific business resources to guide Dutch firms in navigating their
own further market research and business development, however the target market is not defined by geographic
boundaries
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Green Venues
The past 2 decades have seen a steadily growing attention to greater efficiency in energy, water & waste management in
sports facilities. What began as a cost-savings effort is now increasingly influenced by revenue opportunities through
corporate partners

response to them are emerging. Each venue is subject to local and state-level building and business regulations and will
face varying demands for the adoption of resource efficiency solutions.
Particular areas of opportunity in this space include:
Circular Economy Solutions
On-Site Renewable Energy Generation Systems

Fan Engagement
Fan Engagement is one of, if not the primary, area of investment and innovation activity for professional U.S.
and collegiate sports teams. The focus areas include content creation (leveraging the
brand, video and
storytelling), gameday broadcast production and social interaction with fans. Data is also an important asset
being leveraged for revenue generation in collaboration with 3rd parties in fantasy sports and betting. There is an
urgency to retain Gen Z (born 1995-2010) and Gen Alpha (born 2011-est 2025), deliver a
-Personalized
Fan Experience (from game format to media channel and on-demand) as well as to grow the global audience.
The marketplace for solutions is intensely dynamic, highly competitive and likely to continue as the new digital
era unfolds with Web 3.0/Metaverse technologies in the next 2-4 years.
Particular areas of opportunity in this space include:
Content Creation and Management Software/SAAS/Platforms
Multi-Channel Broadcast Support (Streaming, OTT Platforms, Subscriber Management & Analytics)
Web 3.0 / Metaverse Sport-Specific Applications or Sport-Optimized Technology Tools

Enhanced Performance
health, fitness and wellness for all levels of athlete. The market for wearables, sensors, optical tracking, data analytics,
video analytics and athlete management systems is attracting nearly as much investment as Fan Engagement, and the
attention of elite global athletes who believe, invest and credibly market devices with mass market appeal. As in all tech,
the marketplace is global, extremely dynamic and also consolidating through mergers and acquisitions, requiring Dutch
moves.
Particular areas of opportunity in this space include:
Mental Health, Neuro-Training
Optical Tracking, Contactless Sensors to Support (Remote) Video Analysis & Training
AI-driven Data Insights & Recommendations
Soccer-Specific Athlete Management Systems with a Holistic Approach to Training/Supporting Content
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Community Sport (Sport for All)
Without a national strategy or governance, and with a large population with many regional differences, as well as income
disparity, the U.S. sport system at the community / youth level is fragmented. Sports participation has been on a steady
decline for children for over a decade. Sports and community administrators hoping to reverse this trend through
programming shifts (sport sampling, modified game structure) and proactively addressing diversity and inclusion. There is
growing emphasis on early-stage physical literacy as well as participation pathways that extend social and physical wellness
benefits of sport to non-elite level athletes.
on issues, trends that can inform Dutch
facilities & programming to
better assess the fit of their product or service to the U.S. market.
Particular areas of opportunity in this space include:
The reHeightened attention on U.S. Youth
3 pro leagues (MLS, NWSL, USL)
Programs that foster diversity & (cultural, physical, economic) inclusion
Backlog of maintenance and renovation/expansion plans for community sport facilities, creating opportunities for
both efficient building (energy, water, waste) and recreational systems (fitness infrastructure)

In addition to this report, there are several excellent reference items available from the Netherlands government,
including several webinars specifically outlining the U.S. market that may be found at
The US Sports Landscape Online Workshop
Doing Sports Business in the US
Greening Sports Venues Online Workshop

Where relevant, complementary reports and resources also available from the Dutch government have been cited
& linked in corresponding sections of this report to round out your insight into the $500B U.S. sports market.
No matter
sports landscape, the primary players and current trends and market dynamics and some preliminary guidance,
resources and contacts key to your evaluation of the U.S. market for sports innovation solutions.
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U.S. SPORTS LANDSCAPE BY THE NUMBERS
The United States, like many countries, has a fanatical sports culture. There are 5 very well attended and viewed major
sports leagues, in American football, basketball, baseball, (ice) hockey and soccer (football) in addition to the strong tours of
tennis, golf and motor sports. Sports is very important at American schools, colleges and universities, who serve as the
development pathway to professional play.
The economic impact of the sports sector in the US amounts to approximately 500 billion dollars a year.
The US is a frontrunner in the adoption of technology and in data innovation in sports for both fan engagement and sport
performance, with the U.S. sports tech market estimated at $6.4B. The University (College) sports market accounts for
roughly $19B, and the youth sports market (6-14 years) is estimated at $12B. Sports is big business in the U.S. market.
This report covers 4 areas of the U.S. market for sports innovation, Green Venues, Fan Engagement, Enhanced Performance
and Community Sport (Sport for All) in 4 distinct chapters. To set the foundation for these, it is important to first have a
basic understanding of the American sports landscape, which is fairly distinctive from that of many European countries,
including the Netherlands.

Most Popular Sports in the U.S.
. The typical American
devotes time & attention to multiple sports.

Graphic: 5T Sports

U.S. Professional Sports Leagues
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As noted above, the U.S. has a portfolio of leagues which all enjoy great fan support. Here are a few facts &
figures to provide a top-level view of the major U.S. sports leagues:
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Graphic: 5T Sports

To do business with American professional sports franchises, it may be helpful to clearly understand some of the
fundamental differences to the European top league systems, much of which was discussed broadly during the ill-fated
venture of the European Super League. Concisely, U.S. major leagues are run:
as Closed Leagues there is no promotion or relegation of teams based on their win-loss record; leagues
may opt to expand by awarding additional franchises. Owners are also allowed, under certain
circumstances, to move their team to another city.
(theoretically) with Competitive Balance Rules:
Salary Cap limiting the total amount each club may spend on player wages (though there are some
workarounds and a luxury tax on high-spending clubs);
Draft the lowest ranked clubs have preferential access to the best players who, themselves, are
free to choose with whom they sign a contract.
as private enterprises within a collective private enterprise. Owners of the clubs/franchises are also the
owners of the league. It has a purely private ownership structure.
of a league acts as the

The U.S. Sports Leagues, in contrast to European leagues, are made up of franchise owners who have a significant amount
of latitude in how they manage the business. The leagues also have a stronger control compared to European leagues in
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restrictions on what teams can do with sponsor activations and in attracting fans (typically limited to a 75 mile radius of
their stadium). In the digital realm, this is less controlled and opens up significant avenues for monetizing remote fans.
It is also key to note the disparities among the leagues with respect to revenues and their fan base, some of which may be
surprising.
In terms of revenue, the NFL is far and away the
broadcast rights fees, which in the NFL is more than 50%, the NBA 30%, MLB 20%, NHL 17% and for MLS, just 1%:

Graphic: 5T Sports
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When it comes to fan engagement on social media, however, the NBA emerges as the leader in large part due to the
content out on social for fans, while other leagues held back, worried about
cannabalizing their TV viewership.

Graphic: 5T Sports

The NBA has remained the leading innovator, generally in technology adoption for the past decade, though Major League
-the-Top streaming service, and the NFL has been the first league to experiment with multiple broadcasts of
ns currently in development and likely to evolve in
the next 2-5 years.

The comments below from MLB chief operations and strategy officer Chris Marinak outline the four pillars of his
fan engagement strategy, but are largely representative of the viewpoints of each of the other big leagues:
Says Marinak:

d current with our fan base, we need to meet our fans where they are and

MLB Fan Engagement Strategy
personalize all of digital products;
modernize the venue experience for convenience and safety;
attract younger audiences through gaming and fan communities;
create new differentiated ways to consume the sport.
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In addition to the mix of popular sports, other key differences between the U.S. and the Netherlands are in the sport
development (path to pro) system, the delivery of broad-based community sports and the role of sports in the school
system at the high-school and college/university levels.
Development Pathways for each of the most popular professional sports leagues vary from sport to sport. For American
football, basketball and baseball, children are introduced to the sport between age 5 10 through community associations,
where they play to roughly age 13-14. Athletes with the interest and potential to play professionally would continue playing
through their high school and
college or university. Essentially the U.S. college
the more common path is to play at a club level up through to amateur and then lower-level professional leagues.
While developmental paths are shifting (the NBA has
well as recruits from overseas), the dependence on the university system as part of the path remains significant (in the case
of the NFL almost exclusively dependent). This is a critical
ervices, especially for Enhanced
Performance and Fan Engagement solutions. University athletic d
conferences in American
football are typically in the $150 200M range.
The U.S. does not have a Ministry of Sport or other national governing authority as most countries do. This makes for a very
fragmented approach in the delivery of sport overall and has led to significant disparity in both access to, and quality of,
sports at the youth level in particular.
Soccer, in particular, has been noted to have some distinctive challenges in participation, access and escalating expenses,
but also fundamentally in the developmental philosophy
and realize the health, fitness and social benefit potential of the
in the U.S. sports system provide an interesting time for the infusion of new ideas, such as those put forward through the

The Community Sport (Sport for All) section of this report provides additional insight into these issues, and where Dutch
expertise and innovation may offer some strong opportunities for collaborative innovation.

outline opportunities for an especially wide spectrum of products and services.
Each section of the report provides a tailored introduction into the specific market sub-category with an overview of its
y
in the U.S. marketplace.
is look at the current state of the U.S. sports
ecosystem and the potential of the U.S. market for sports innovation should prove a helpful guide.
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SPORT FOR ALL (COMMUNITY-BASED SPORT)
The U.S. market for youth sport, community recreation and sport for development models, expertise, products
and services.

U.S. SPORTS MARKET : COMMUNITY SPORT (SPORT FOR ALL)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The U.S. youth and community sports ecosystem Is different than the Dutch system in several aspects:
There is no U.S. national governing body for sport, such as a Ministry of Sport
Soccer (football) is not the dominant sport
Youth sports is a very lucrative private business in some areas
Sports is embedded into the school system, where it is part of the development pathway to professional play
The U.S. professional leagues have much greater influence over a sport than the national federations
The most popular sports for participation are basketball (approx. 24M players), baseball & softball (23M), followed by
soccer (13.6M) and American football (8.9M).
The U.S. sport culture is fanatical, yet participation is on the decline. While the pandemic certainly affected this, the trend
was already in motion for the past decade.
Parents fandom of sports, and the general hypercompetitive nature of the U.S. culture in general, leads them to sign up
children as young as 5 to organized sports teams. But 70% of kids drop out of playing organized sports by the time they
reach high-school age (National Alliance for Youth Sports). The reason? The performance-driven nature of youth sports is
just not fun anymore.
There has been increasing attention to these issues, with sports associations addressing the gaps in the development
system that drive drop-out and professional leagues expanding their outreach programs designed for broad-based
participation. There is greater effort to improve the quality of coaching through digital tools. Greater oversight and
safety measures for young athletes are also being put into place, such at the U.S. Center for Safe Sport.
Soccer, a Dutch strength, is entering an interesting phase, as the U.S. is experiencing growth in its professional leagues
(MLS, NWSL and USL) and ramping up to host the FIFA Men s World Cup in 2026. There is a great deal of attention on the
inequities and over-commercialization of youth soccer, which many professional players have criticized and is resulting
participation decline faster than other youth sports. The spotlight in the U.S. at the top levels represents an opportune
time to repair and strengthen soccer at the youth and community level.
Efforts to keep residents active and engaged at the municipal level include introducing more sport sampling, addressing
barriers to participation such as costs and facility equipment (indoor and outdoor) and diversity staffing to make
community facilities more in tune and welcoming to non-traditional users, including seniors, the disabled and other
residents who have been underrepresented in physical activity participation.
New infrastructure spending is targeted for these facilities to tackle a backlog of maintenance and equipment upgrades,
but also to innovate and meet the challenges outlined above.
The equipment and services purchased in this area cover a broad spectrum of products, making it difficult to characterize
the market for Dutch companies operating in this space. The very local nature of purchasing, fragmented sport system
and potential unfamiliarity with the idiosyncrasies of sport & recreation models in the U.S. may also make this a tricky
market to navigate, however there are several key opportunities for Dutch firms, including:
Physical literacy programming, modified sport delivery (alternative versions) and adaptive sport expertise
Innovative & adaptive sports infrastructure and equipment, and
Sport for Development (competitive and recreational) research, expertise and supporting delivery tools
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INTRODUCTION
U.S. Sports Culture
Sports play a role in the identity of a nation; however, sports play an exceptionally large role in defining American culture,
both domestically and abroad. Sports fields, courts, arenas, stadia and/or centers are a frequent focal point for
communities of all sizes throughout the country.
The importance of sports in American society is deeply rooted across ages, income levels, and geographies and is also
embedded in all levels of the education system and government. This extends to business culture and practice. Local
businesses to international corporations are involved in corporate sponsorship and promotion of sporting events, as well
as formally and informally showing their affiliation for a particular team wearing jerseys (kits) in the workplace when a
regional team is vying for a championship title.
It starts with many parents believing community sport participatio
and
physical development and is a cornerstone in shaping not only future athletes but also citizens. There is an expectation
that the fundamental lessons of teamwork, fair play, leadership, and resilience are most effectively learned through
sports.
Popularity and Participation of Various Sports
Approximately 21 million kids play under-17 competitive sports in the U.S., according to ESPN.com. While football
( soccer in North America) reigns supreme around the world, the most popular sports in the U.S. are different from those
elsewhere in the world. The variety of sports which enjoy widespread popularity in terms of viewing, participation, and
professional leagues, in part, contribute to the outsized role sport plays in everyday American life.

Most Popular Sports in America Top 5 In 2022
SPORT

VIEWERSHIP %MAJOR PROFESSIONAL LEAGUEPARTICIPANTS

UNI NCAA
DIVISON 1
TEAMS (M + W)

STATES W/ SPORT
(HIGH SCHOOL)

American football

38.8%

National Football League

8.9 million 249 (249M + 0W)

50

Basketball

15.3%

National Basketball Association

24.4 million 698 (351M + 349W)

50

Baseball-Softball

14.8%

Major League Baseball

23.3 million 589 (298M + 291W)

48

Soccer

8.2%

Major League Soccer

13.6 million 531 (205M + 332W)

50

Ice hockey

3.8%

National Hockey League

3.1 million 95 (59M + 36W)

15

their children in a sport for which the
w
fans of multiple sports and move from one season to the next in both participation and viewing habits. Loyalty to a
particular team is as with European football passed down through generations, and gameday viewing is highly valued
for the competitive spirit as well as providing entertainment, social connection, and economic value.

Key Differences between the U.S. and Nether
Decentralization
involvement in sport. There is no national Department (Ministry) of Sport as with most other countries nor state-level
(Provincial/Regional Government) departments.
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Municipalities are where Dutch companies would see more familiar models of sport policies, perspectives, programs,
as local parks and recreation departments are concerned with the broader issues of community health and delivery
systems to attain this.
Disconnected Systems
Sport plays a strong and esteemed role in child and youth development in American communities and society overall;
however, there is not a national system or coordinated sport structure as seen in many other countries. The tendency
towards decentralized governance (laws, culture, and legislation vary widely among U.S. states) creates an environment
where sports organizations are left to run things as they see fit and they very much do.
real and perceived varies
greatly by sport, largely due to the authority and
. The role of the college
(university) system in the path to professional sport affords university athletic departments a great deal of de facto
influence on the sport system for older youth (14-18) which can lead youth coaches, parents, and sports administrators to
training methods and decisions that do not put the studentFurthermore, the structure that supports athlete development in the U.S. is not the club system typically in place in
Europe but instead, a hybrid model of public, private, school, and community organizations at the youth level followed by
university and private sports academy or semi-professional organizations at the pre-professional level. Soccer is perhaps
the most European-style sport, with a system that emphasizes club-based development.
Sport Funding Models
The U.S. Olympic Committee receives no public money but rather is 100% privately funded. This is largely possible
because sport in the U.S is led by beliefs around prestige, power, and capitalism (embodied in American professional
sports leagues). Youth sports providers, in contrast, do receive public funds but are also reliant upon private funding
sources (sponsorship, user fees and foundation grants) for both infrastructure and programming. The funding models
vary by nature of the program organizer, with local Parks and Recreation departments receiving a greater share of their
budget from public (taxpayer and lottery proceeds) money while private clubs receiving little to none and are heavily
-to. Families spend about $5 billion a year on sports organizations, an analysis by the
Columbus Dispatch shows, and another $7 billion on related travel, says a National Association of Sports Commissions
study.

Organizers and Providers of Youth Sports
The primary providers of youth and community sports are:
Municipal (local government) via Parks and Recreation Departments
Sport-specific associations, private clubs, and not-for-profit organizations
Schools (i.e., public, private, sports academies, etc.)
National youth organizations with sport programming (i.e., Boys & Girls Clubs)
Access, availability, quantity, and quality of sports services and facilities are vary significantly by community, region,
and state.
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Municipal Recreational Sport Programs
Local governments role in community sport is primarily via parks and recreation departments which manage and operate
facilities as well as provide sport programs for the local communities.
Recreation Centers is the term typically used to describe these facilities, which is generally understood to
designate a publicly-owned facility (or complex of facilities) offering multi-sport (and hobby) programs to all local
citizens, from minors to seniors. Most of the sport programs maintain a recreational focus which de-emphasizes
competition and places greater importance on both physical and social skills. These facilities also often have
but not involved in playing
rent playing
space by the hour.
Governance, Management, and Staff are city employees providing oversight via advisory boards that include
local citizen volunteers. Fiscal and legal liability rests with the local government as the owner/operator of the
facility.
Funding is provided from local property and business taxes; state and federal funds (usually supporting broader
objectives such as fitness/wellness, seniors support, and inclusive programming); public and private grants; and
user-fees for both specific programs and space rentals for special events.
Most states have a state-level parks and recreation association that operates along similar lines to a trade association,
coordinating annual conferences, organizing ongoing professional development opportunities, and sharing best practices.
At the national level, the National Recreation and Parks Association (NRPA) works with the federal government, not-forprofits, and businesses to support the ongoing development of the parks and recreation services.
School-Based Sports
In America, schools play a notable role in sport development and community sport culture. As schools are often
synonymous with the communities where they are based, school sports draw the attention and frequently the ticketbuying attendance of the local community.
School sport programs include both intramural (within the school) and highly competitive intermural (between schools)
competition. The intramural programs tend to be more recreational with a focus on sport, fitness, and physical activity.
Physical Education (PhysEd) is the key emphasis in the school physical activity structure until around the age of 12/Sixth
Grade, after which intermural school teams are formed for most of the popular sports. This varies from school district to
school district (one or more cities form a school district), dependent upon their resources which may be quite unequal
from one city/district to the next. For instance, schools with pools offer swimming and diving while some northern
schools in certain states have an ice rink as part of their complex.
For intermural competition (between schools) at the high school level, 8,
typically made up of nearby schools often of similar size with whom they compete for the championships in their
sports
enter
invitational tournaments as far away as other states, even flying to compete. To aim for balance and fairness, high schools
(and universities) are classified by a letter or number system according to the size of the student body from which they
can draw for their teams, with Division I am being the largest schools (often greater than 1000 students in grades 9-12).
Certain sports (football, basketball, and baseball in certain states) can reach a shockingly near-professional level of both
performance and sophistication in
.
e.g., Texas, Ohio) draw up
to 15,000 spectators in their home stands for a weekly game. State championships and rivalry matchups are often moved
to college or professional stadiums, where attendance can surpass 50,000. University and professional scouts routinely
travel to games to observe talent and begin the recruitment process for athletes as young as 14 (considered per NCAA as
. ) Sport and schools share a symbiotic relationship wherein sports are an integral and
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embedded feature of the American school system, and the educational system has traditionally served as backbone of
U.S. sport.
While football and basketball claim much of the limelight, many other high school sports reach a similar level of intensity
for athletes, coaches, officials, and parents, depending upon the region of the country and its most popular sports.
Wrestling is among one of the most popular and competitive high school sports, especially in Iowa, while hockey reaches
this status in Minnesota, Wisconsin, and the Northeast. Similarly, golf and tennis teams in the warmer states are
especially popular and vigorously competed.
Governance is overseen by two bodies: at the state level by high school athletic
associations and at the national level by the National Federation of State High
School Associations (NFHS). As most elite-level high school players (ages 14-18)
are intending to pursue university playing and scholarship opportunities, the
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) also has some reach into this area.
In terms of gender equity, Title IX, initially introduced based on inequities for
women in the university system, also governs the high school sport system and
organizations that receive any form of federal funding.
Management and Staff are most frequently drawn from existing school staff
(teachers and administrators) who take on the additional roles of coaches,
officials, and athletics administrators. In the past, this was done on a voluntary
basis but is now typically additionally compensated, especially as the demands and
take on or assist
with these roles. Coaching licenses and certification are usually not required. Officials are drawn from the
community and are always compensated for their work.
Funding for high school athletics is primarily from the school budget; however, many schools must solicit parents
for additional team fees to cover costs. P
g through sales
of goods, car washes, and similar activities to raise funds for new uniforms or travel to competitions. It is not
unusual for tickets to be sold to high school sporting events, especially tournaments, though students at the
school are almost always admitted without charge. Local businesses frequently become sponsors of high school
sports as well.

Sport Associations
Local-level associations exist at the city and/or regional level and provide recreational and competitive programs in a
range of different sports. Athletes and teams receive coaching and play games and compete with other teams or clubs.
These local associations work with their sport-specific state association and are members of the national governing body
of the sport. Many of these associations are recognized as not-for-profit organizations and are self-financed, primarily
from membership and fundraising.
Governance is taken on by prominent national sports associations (discussed in greater detail below).
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Management and Staff are handled by national associations with full time management and staff. Regional
administrators may be modestly paid, but most of the organizations local level staff are volunteers typically
parents who serve as administrators, coaches, officials, and team managers. Organizations
quality, consistent programming can rise and fall with volunteer engagement, though each organization provides
standardized organizational tools, training resources, and guidelines to ensure consistency.
Funding Most national associations are a network of local, non-profit organizations who collect fees and pay
expenses for their operations, while remitting some set fee per participant to the national organization as well as
to access those resources. National
associations often provide purchasing power for equipment through sponsorship arrangements. Local teams and
leagues also frequently secure sponsorship from community businesses.
Private Clubs
There is significant growth in local-level, highly specialized private clubs that are developing across the U.S., seemingly in
response to high demand for such programs. While seen across the spectrum of team sports, with a particular emphasis
on soccer, these programs appear to be particularly prevalent in individualized youth sports such as gymnastics,
swimming, and figure skating and tend to charge significant membership and program fees to pay for high-performance
coaches, facility costs as well as a return to owners or coach(es).

Governance is not uniform at / among private clubs, other than being subjected to general business (or non-profit, if
applicable) rules. Some clubs may be part of an association (such as U.S. Club Soccer) which operate under a charter
of rules and standards, while others may operate entirely independent of such oversight.
Management and Staff are typically licensed professionals (coaches, trainers) and most administrators and managers
have a business degree or training.
Funding is primarily from participant fees and some sponsorship. Clubs with their own facilities may also rent their
space and most will have a food and beverage service as well as a shop for athletic apparel, equipment, and, where
relevant, repair services. Higher end clubs might also have physiotherapy clinics on site. Typically, the professionals
s from the facility.
Non-Profit Social Service Organizations
Across the country, national youth organizations such as the YMCA, YWCA, Boys & Girls Clubs of America, Boy Scouts, Girl
Scouts and church/faith organizations also play a role in community sport. Their focus is on developing inclusive
programming, emphasizing the development of individual social, character, and sport skills.
Governance, as with the national sports associations, resides with the national offices of these social and
community organizations.
Management and Staff is similar to that of the national sports associations, though organizations with local
facilities and those with a specific social mandates have professional full-time staff to manage the buildings and
interface with social agencies. For organizations such as the Boys & Girls Clubs and the YMCA/YWCA, volunteers
are also likely to have some level of social work training or may be pursuing university education in this field.
Funding for these organizations comes through government and private foundation grants, sponsors, donations,
and fundraisers. For social service organizations, such as the Boys & Girls Clubs who serve disadvantaged areas in
many communities, participation in programs is free.

Challenges and Initiatives in the Youth Sport System
Most children, even from disadvantaged backgrounds, find their way to some form of participation in sport and have a
good to excellent experience, building confidence and lifelong friendships.
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Without a clearly defined national authority on standards and to enforce accountability, and as operated largely by
volunteers with varying experience, leadership capabilities, ethical standards and little to no sports and physical
participation. This can even be true where sport is delivered through schools or governed by national associations.
To some extent, the hyper-competitive American sport culture has allowed this to flourish.

well-known and effective are:
Aspen Institute for Sport & Society launched in 2011 to convene leaders, foster dialogue, and inspire solutions
that help sport serve the public interest from building healthy communities through sports to rethinking the
model for college athlete pay. Since 2013,
Project Play reports have analyzed the issues of rising
participation fees, high attrition and low physical activity rates, injury risks, the mental health needs of youth,
and the shift away from unstructured play to provide strategies and resources. These resources have been
developed with key partners including the major sports leagues, the
Sports Foundation, a broad
representation of community and school sports organizations, and corporate partners such as Nike, adidas,
They have developed
an 8-point framework to address the spectrum of issues across all levels and forms of youth sports. Project Play
2024 is a plan focused on two of these points Train All Coaches and Encourage Sport Sampling. They hold an
annual Project Play Summit for partners and academics.
American Development Model
teams, was researched
re-evaluated the development plan. Attending a
presentation by Hungarian-born Canadian author of the Long-Term Athlete Development, Istvan Balyi, provided
. Martel and others at USA Hockey developed the framework for the
American Development Model (ADM) that emphasized an age-appropriate, age-specific competition and training
structure to empower all kids and take a longsports took note and soon created their own version of the model. The ADM now shapes the training framework
for many clubs and nearly 20 governing bodies, including the United States Olympic Committee who has taken
on coordination and support of the model.

Applications of the American Development Model by USA Baseball and USA Basketball.

Positive Coaching Alliance Jim Thompson noticed the power of positive reinforcement while working at a
school for children with severe behavioral and emotional problems when he
with positive responses. He started the PCA in 1998 in an athletic closet at Stanford University's Roble Gym. PCA provides
research-based training and resources for coaches, parents, athletes, and leaders to ensure a positive youth development
experience through sports in all communities across the U.S. PCA has grown from a small local non-profit to a presence in all
50 states, delivering 20,000+ live group workshops and reaching over 20 million youth, to date. PCA is also partnered with
roughly 3,500 schools and youth sports organizations, professional sports teams, and national governing bodies.
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U.S. Center for SafeSport (USCS) the USA Gymnastics scandal shook the nation and the #MeToo movement revealed
systemic issues faced by both men and women and sparked The Protecting Young Victims from Sexual Abuse and Safe Sport
Authorization Act of 2017 and codified the U.S. Center for SafeSport, a 501(c)(3) non-profit
s safe sport
organization. The USCS has authority to resolve abuse and misconduct reports for more than 11 million individuals
throughout the U.S. Olympic and Paralympic Movement from whom they are fully independent. The Center is developing
and enforcing policies, procedures, and training to prevent abuse and misconduct. The SafeSport Code governs all
participants in the Movement, and their oversight authority helps to ensure all Olympic and Paralympic national governing
bodies (NGBs) adhere to Minor Athlete Abuse Prevention Policies (MAAPP) that supports athlete safety. It is alarming that
this level of oversight did not exist prior to 2017.
Afterschool Alliance this organization, while not solely focused on sport, has highlighted the issue of urban & rural
disparities in access to sport in general, and access to quality sport for development in particular. This organization issues an
school day typically ends) report, focusing on childcare and support
across the U.S. Findings include rural families have less availability of programs, difficulties in transportation to available
programs, and high costs of programs, among other factors, lead to
developmental programs. The organization also publishes standalone reports on issues facing Black , LatinX, and
impoverished communities.
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COMMUNITY SPORT PROGRAMMING
Public Parks & Recreation Programming
Parks and recreation departments are highly engaged within the community and are typically responsible for most U.S.
public sports facilities, including their construction, management, use, and funding. A department serving a population of
more than 250,000 residents may well have nearly 2 million contacts per year with the community it serves. Registration
fees for programs, including sports team activities, generates engagement and is also the largest source of non-tax
revenue for most agencies. Parks and recreations departments also develop programs for targeted groups such as
children, seniors, and people with disabilities.
Greater insight into programming at public recreation facilities can be found in the NRPA Youth Sports at Parks &
Recreation Agencies and the NRPA Agency Performance Review.
Popular Youth Sport Programs in the US

-specific programs, most of which
are non-profit and use public facilities and fields managed by parks and recreation departments.
American Football
The most well-known and widespread youth program for football is Pop Warner Little Scholars (founded in 1929). It offers
both football and cheer and dance team programs for boys and girls, ages 5-16. Municipal and school football fields are
used. The league books and pays fees for the use of municipal fields, as this is common in the United States and Canada.
Levels of play are managed by age and weight (football,) and safety is designed through in-game rule modifications,
practice limitations, and coach training. There is also a strong inclusive philosophy to the program, allowing special needs
children to play and ensuring all players have on-field playing time. All registered players are part of a team with tryouts

The Pop Warner system (and any alternate community-based football program) ends at age 16 when players join their
high school football teams. High Schools are the de facto organizers of the sport for older youth due to the infrastructure
institut
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(a non-contact alternative to traditional full-contact football) is also offered through recreation
centers and sometimes played through adult leagues recreationally, it is not widely offered. Full contact football
played outside of structured leagues due to the injury risk, equipment and field requirements, and number of people
required to mount a game.
Basketball
Historically, the
YMCA; YWCA for women) network was the home of youth basketball.
The game was invented at a YMCA in Springfield, Massachusetts. This continues today with an
(anyone can participate by showing up)
- , frequent playing opportunities.

In recent years, the Jr. NBA program has become more structured, attempting to bring a common philosophy, coaching
standards, and instructional resources to the fragmented network of local recreational, association, and private
basketball programs. The Jr. NBA program is delivered through a group of clubs in its Flagship Network and a broader
collection of organizations designated as Community Partners who use the Jr. NBA-designed training and organizational
tools. The program includes a Championship for 14-year-olds (boys and girls divisions; U.S. and international editions).
During COVID, the Jr. NBA also expanded a set of tools under the Jr. NBA at Home banner to support parents and kids
who had no access to closed gyms. Many instructional skills videos and challenges were done in collaboration with past
and present NBA players and coaches under the NBA Together community outreach initiative, nicely connecting the
grassroots to the professional level of the game.
As the program is delivered by various partners, it is up to those partners to organize and support players with special
needs. There are no explicit materials from the Jr. NBA on adapting the game for, or working with, special needs youth.
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The philosophy of the program and many of the community partner organizations make this a likely
accommodation.

Baseball
Little League® Baseball and Softball is played in approximately 6,500 communities across more than 80 countries around
the world. It is probably the most familiar of the American youth sports associations, given the Netherlands
baseball programs from youth to elite level play, and the international presence of Little League.
Little League is open to boys and girls, for both baseball and softball, ages 5(typically associated with a city or town or a combination of small towns) and play a regular season, in which all children
levels of competition among other
leagues then districts then regions and, ultimately, internationally.
Little League al

with special needs. Players who are not disabled often volunteer
differently-abled peers during games. There is also a Senior League
Challenger Division
accommodates players ages 15 and above (no maximum age). The Little League website contains
several resources to support communities wishing to start and successfully support a Challenger Division. Finally, the
League also encourages players with special needs who are able
and wish to participate on the traditional league team to do so.
There are several programs like Little League, including:
American Amateur Youth Baseball Alliance (AAYBA)
World Series held in Flower Mound, Texas with over 300
teams; ages 7-14
American Legion Baseball ages 13-19
Babe Ruth League ages 13-18
o Cal Ripken Baseball a division of Babe Ruth
League, Inc.; ages 4-12
PONY Baseball and Softball ages 5-18
United States Specialty Sports Association (USSSA)
ages 8-14
Major League Baseball has a special initiative in the Returning
Baseball to Inner Cities (RBI) program which was developed to
address declining participation, rundown fields, and limited
access to team play for children in lower-income, urban areas.
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Soccer (European Football)
The widespread introduction of soccer to U.S. youth was an undertaking sponsored by Coca-Cola in the midthat time, the game has been well established through local associations, somewhat similarly to the European model
where it is locally or regionally based. The game has also joined traditional U.S. homegrown sports among high school
and collegiate program offerings. U.S. Youth Soccer TOPSoccer is a program for players with mental or physical
challenges.
Nearly every youth soccer association belongs to U.S. Youth Soccer, which is the largest youth sport-specific organization
in the country. USYS consists of 3 million players, 10,000 clubs and leagues, and nearly 1 million administrators, coaches,
and volunteers. It is the largest member of the United States Soccer Federation, the governing body for soccer in the
United States.
With the growing interest in soccer and the desire to ex
participation and the amount of
investment had skyrocketed in recent decades. However, from 2015-2018, the percentage of 6- to 12-year-olds playing
soccer regularly has dropped nearly 14 percent, to 2.3 million players, according to a study by the Sports & Fitness
Industry Association.
Though overall youth sports participation has decreased over the past decade, baseball and basketball experienced
upticks, buoyed by developmental programs begun by Major League Baseball and the National Basketball Association,
while soccer continued to decline.

any given match day during the 2026 World Cup, which the United States will host with Mexico and Canada.
There are several factors that differentiate the youth soccer system which may shed light on these differences beyond the
major league sports contributions:
Cost
Local associations offering recreational soccer typically cost the same or even less than other community sports,
, which are
soccer programs, are prohibitively
expensive for most U.S. families. Recall that private clubs are dependent largely on participant fees. According to
a case study by Money.com, families can pay around $330 per month in membership fees and $1,050 per year in
registration fees per child who plays. The MLS, for example, charges between $2,800 to $3,500 for children to
enter their training academies.
Comparatively, baseball, basketball and football programs are organized by non-profit associations who are
eligible for grants and other public support and are closely connected to the municipalities in which they
operate. Therefore,
for, and it has been long established as the
A 2019 Aspen Institute study found that youth soccer participation costs more on
average than youth tackle football participation and more than twice as much as youth flag football
participation.
Many elite clubs now waive fees for underprivileged kids or fully fund their eldest teams. Former U.S. Soccer
president Sunil Gulati points out that some clubs essentially subsidize scholarships by charging more in younger
age groups.
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Access
and special academies for
additional skills training, their development models have remained rooted in the more
based associations at the 6- to 12-year-old level, with some of them only operating programs for children who
are 14-16 years old, whom they then
Sport programs that are
present in nearly every community and high school teams have an easier time reaching nearly every child who
wants to play.
The programs noted above from Major League Baseball and the National Basketball Association were specifically
set up to address gaps in the community system in lower income and, now increasingly, in under-served rural
areas. The RBI baseball program is free, and the Jr. NBA program is delivered through a network of youth centers
-need kids go
for after-school care.
The recent announcement by Major League Soccer to connect 94 elite clubs but also pull regional associations
it is still largely focused on talent development for the sport as
opposed to the provision of access to the game.
Early talent identification
Football, basketball, and baseball do not recommend elite training or even recognize elite talent until the high
school level.
-appropriate and even
modified versions of the game. The European early talent identification has made its way into the American
game.

Moore, chief executive officer of the U.S. Youth Soccer

Diversity issues
Cost and access are the main contributors to this issue, putting the organized youth version of the sport out of
the reach of more and more children as the income gap increases.

the rural communities and underrepresented communities. Soccer, right now, has become a rich, white-kid
sport
A recent FARE report found that across Major League Soccer, out of 229 head coaches, assistant coaches,
majority owners and top club executives, 7.4% are Black; 5% are Latinx; and 87.6% are white. In the National
respectively
and the USL to, among many other
things, correct the imbalance. The MLS is listening and invested $1 million in the Black Players Coalition and
establishing a diversity committee in October 2020.
An early-2000s, a National Institute of Health study found that 69.6% of Black neighborhoods and 81.4% of
U.S. Soccer Foundation, the philanthropic
arm of the U.S. Soccer Federation, is addressing this in part by funding the build of 1,000 mini-pitches in inner
cities.
The 2026 World Cup presents an excellent opportunity to focus in on the issues in youth soccer. The president
of U.S. Soccer Federation acknowledges the organization has several issues to dig out from, but the prognosis is
promising. Herself a
Cindy Parlow Cone stated, kids deserve better
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than an up-or-out model. You don't see it as much of that in basketball. Basketball kids find the level for them
and compete at and play at that level, and it's not a move up or move out mentality.
Duke University maintains an informative and insightful web
-tosystem and
how it affects the overall quality of American soccer, the racial composition of teams, and the development of
and other professional leagues in America.
A selection of articles on the issues in delivering soccer in the U.S. are included in the appendix to this report.
Other Sports
(Ice) Hockey, tennis, golf, volleyball, and gymnastics are typically offered on an introductory basis through community
recreation centers and in the school system, beginning at junior high school/middle school level (ages 12-14 or 13-15,
depending on the school district).
Tennis and golf programs are offered throughout the U.S. in a similar model to the Jr. NBA, where the professional
association have created a standardized youth program that is delivered at facilities who choose to offer it. These
programs are National Junior Tennis League (NJTL) and the PGA Jr. League.
All are included, though hockey a bit less so, in the high school sports systems. They are also offered quite extensively
through private clubs who organize teams and competitions, including travel competitions for children as young as 8
years old.
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Issues and Trends in U.S. Community Sports Programming
The sports landscape is influenced by many changing environmental, economic, societal, technological, and human
behavioural factors.
Issues
Concern around decline of youth sports participation indicators suggest current and future youth sports participation is
declining at a significant rate
-13). This trend has concerns for
both physical and mental health and has been aggravated by the COVID pandemic. Ongoing enthusiasm for sports is also
necessary to sustain a sports economy and entertainment sector.
Workforce Shortage shortages of qualified workers, inflationary pressures on wages and benefits, and flexible hours to
meet lifestyle needs require innovative recruitment and retention of all types of part-time staff to provide same levels of
services and maintenance of facilities.
Program Innovation Needed new ways of attracting, coaching, and maintaining spirit and interest of youth are needed
to grow community-based sports and enhance physical activity and health. The delivery of sports to engage new
participants is showing up in innovative ways such as pop-up parks for activities like mountain biking in city neighborhood
parks, hosting mini-golf days, family game nights, and other recreational activities for youth who may likely have never
experienced such games and sports before.
Concern Around Child Safety more than 87% of parents worry about the risk of injury, with concussion cited as the
injury of most concern, according to an espnW/Aspen Institute survey. In light of recent sexual abuse scandals, this also
ranks high among parent concerns. Bullying and mental abuse are other primary reasons kids drop out of sport.
Inequitable Access the pandemic, the #BlackLivesMatter movement,
and
exposed
many system flaws. The sport system, top to bottom, has taken a long, hard look at is inequalities and begun the process
to not only fill gaps but also build bridges for lasting change. Much of this effort has been led by professional athletes, but
major sports leagues and professional teams across the country have also stepped in. Many communities have reflected
on how to determine how to best serve their citizens more equitably. This work is just beginning and has a long road
ahead.
Trends
Ongoing recognition of health, nutrition and fitness benefits including mental health this applies to youth and all
segments of the population and includes stress reduction through physical activity as well as mindfulness practises.
New sports and opportunities activities that anyone can play at school or recreation centers in a variety of indoor and
outdoor settings are desirable. Demographics including an ageing population have created shifts and the need for
adaptation. For instance, pickleball has grown in popularity as an alternative to tennis, providing comparable physical and
social health benefits. Free play social spaces are necessary for all ages. Community sports associations and park and
recreation agencies are ideally positioned to be these multi-sports providers.
Opportunities for special populations the physical and mental benefits of sport and activity are recognized for all
individuals. New means to adapt participation for those with physical or mental challenges of all ages, as well as veterans,
elderly, and others are being sought.
Coaching support Coaches, volunteers, and sports organizations all need support to sustain their purpose, enthusiasm,
and viability by providing quality programming. There is room for both research and development of additional resources
and tools to ensure quality experiences for all, and for lifelong health and wellness through a positive childhood
experience in sport.
Need for mindfulness parks and green spaces provide an outdoor venue for stress reduction and healthy mindful
reflections. People recognize these benefits and seek more peaceful outdoor spaces in their communities.
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COMMUNITY SPORT INFRASTRUCTURE/FACILITIES
Public Facilities
As noted above, individual (local/municipal) parks and recreation departments throughout the country serve their
community (town, city, county, or region) to meet unique population needs, interests, and challenges by utilizing existing
natural, human, facility, and economic resources.
The National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA) represents over 60,000 park and recreation agencies, professionals,
educational and health institutions, suppliers of services, and products not-for-profits. The NRPA supports the parks and
recreation sector and provides research, education, and certification programs for staff and their faculties to provide
quality assurance, improvement, and a management system of best practices.
Parks and recreation departments oversee a wide variety of facilities, services and features including indoor gyms, pools,
ice rinks, and outdoor spaces such public playgrounds, basketball courts, tennis courts, diamond fields for baseball or
softball, multipurpose rectangular fields, dog parks, and outdoor swimming pools. The quantity and type of facilities
within a community will depend, in part, on geography. Nearly 70% of Parks & Recreation departments have multipurpose community/recreation centres and 40% have senior centers
These agencies also manage 12 miles (20 kms) of outdoor trails and paths on average in addition to built outdoor
infrastructure.
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Budgets and Spending Priorities
The annual NRPA Agency Performance Review provides an extensive review of current benchmark issues regarding park
facilities, programming and services, responsibilities, staffing, budgets, funding, and policies. Companies seeking business
with municipal parks and recreation departments can learn from the insights below into how budgets are spread across
labor, operating expenses, and capital spending.

These overviews of how capital spending over the next few years will be allocated across categories and levels of
spending by size of municipality (jurisdiction being the area the department serves):
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Private Facilities
The private sector supports and supplements the public sector supply of sports services and facilities with both multisport and sport-specific buildings and sports complexes (multi-building developments). Stadiums, arenas, and other
sports venues around the country may be publicly owned but privately operated by for-profit businesses and
corporations under a leasing agreement.
The COVID-19 pandemic has not stalled construction on new venues, with several major new facilities coming onboard
across the country. Multi-purpose venues, family entertainment, arcades, and esports cafes, along with multiple courts
and the offering of new sports such as pickleball are elements of current sports facilities design. Many are either multi-specific tournaments. Most of these
facilities have a large number of quality soccer pitches. (See
Legacy Sports Park on the next page)
Many cold weather states have indoor soccer pitches to support a longer season of play than outdoor pitches allow.
There is also a more recent trend of building 5-a-side indoor and/or portable soccer pitches. Start-Ups Urban Soccer Park,
Sofive, and Socceroof are solving for space issues in tight city spaces.

Image from Sofive

The competitive youth sport travel industry has driven the development of large sports megaplexes, especially but not
exclusively, in warm weather states. A new word has entered the vocabulary: tourna-cation, as families plan their
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Current Issues and Trends in US Sports Infrastructure
Issues
Parks and facilities infrastructure requirements updates and repairs are increasingly required in many
locations due to the age of facilities and the increase in usage and popularity. Many parks and recreation
departments have been delaying maintenance for some time, and it is now catching up to them.
Climate change global warming and climate change create the trapping of extreme heat in dense urban areas.
Expanding city and urban parks and green spaces is among the effective means to address the issue and make
living environments more comfortable.
Energy savings with greater awareness of climate change impacts leading to rising utility rates, the need exists
to reduce emissions aligned to community and city Climate Action Plans and budget pressures. The backlog of
maintenance costs requires organizations to find savings on operating expenses, both immediately and in the
longer term.
Labour/human resource issues every sector is facing a shortage of qualified workers, inflationary pressures on
wages and benefits, and the demands for flexible hours to meet lifestyle needs. This requires innovative
recruitment and retention of all types of part-time staff to provide same levels of services and maintenance of
facilities.

Trends
Environmental conservation and protection preservation of natural, historical, heritage, and indigenous areas
is recognized as an important element of parks and recreation management.
Greater community appreciation for local, public facilities and services with many forcibly constrained to
their local surroundings during the pandemic, local facilities and parks and outdoor spaces saw greater usage and
appreciation for the value they provide and ways they serve their communities.
Greater efforts toward equity, diversity, and inclusion societally many realize that systems are broken and
resources and opportunities being less equitably available harms society. While public facilities generally serve a
broader public, many private facilities do not, and this may harm their longer-term viability.
Design, Technology, and Innovation new technologies are addressing efficiency, cost- effectiveness, and
human resource challenges. These include drones, bots, and self-propelled lawn mowers, as examples.
Experimentation is occurring
nts that could be used to landscape trails and park
pathways thereby reducing energy costs and expenses on lighting infrastructure.
New frontiers as we increasingly crowd urban centers yet realize the need for green space to foster human
health and mental well-being, parks will more frequently take advantage of unusual spaces such as rooftops
(solving both space and natural cooling needs), underground, and between buildings in alleyways.

Natural Asset Valuation Municipalities are learning about and beginning to adopt the practice of putting
monetary value amounts on their natural assets not only to recognize their contribution to health and wellness
of both the planet and people but also for the purpose of budgeting for capital spending to preserve and protect
them in the same way they have long done with buildings and other manmade infrastructure.
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INSIGHTS FOR COMPANIES IN THE COMMUNITY SPORT SECTOR (SPORT FOR ALL)
Opportunities
Programming
Increased appreciation and demand for more holistic and inclusive youth, disabled sports
development
Increased emphasis by sports organizations and investment by top level professional leagues in youth
sports participation and positive outcomes
Improved collaboration among all elements of the sports system in finding and implementing solutions
Research, program development, and training resources aligned to long-term development framework
of the American Development Model
Infrastructure
Agencies across the U.S. forecast to spend a median of $6 million in capital expenditures over the next
5 years:
o 54% for renovation and upgrades
o 32% towards new development
Agencies have approximately $17.4 million in deferred maintenance costs
New funds available through the Great American Outdoors Act and the INVEST in America Act, an
infrastructure bill
Challenges
Programming
Complex, disconnected youth sports system
Unfamiliarity with U.S. sports governing organizations
European
academies (Barcelona, Liverpool, Arsenal, Paris St. Germain and BayernMunchen)
create competitive marketplace in an already saturated, unaffordable market for soccer
Infrastructure
Priority for maintenance spending over new infrastructure or new programs
Requirement or preference for U.S. suppliers to use federal funds from the Great American Outdoors
Act and the INVEST in America Act
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COLLABORATION RESOURCES
Key Organizations
Afterschool Alliance
Aspen Institute for Sport & Society
National Recreation and Parks Association
Positive Coaching Alliance
U.S. Center for SafeSport
Key Reports
America After 3 p.m. Afterschool Alliance
NRPA Research Papers Collection
NRPA Youth Sports at Parks & Recreation Agencies
State of Play 2021 Aspen Institute for Sport & Society Project Play
Notable Major Initiatives
American Development Model
Discover Champions
Laureus USA Elevating Black Sports Leaders
National Association for Youth Sports Recommendations (NAYS) for Community Sports
National Youth Sport Strategy
(PCSFN)
Sports Matter / Dicks Sporting Goods
SportsEngine Youth Sports Portal by NBC
The Great American Outdoors Act
Nike Made to Play
U.S. Youth Soccer Player Development Model
Up2Us Youth Coach Training
US Center for Safe Sport
USA Baseball American Development Model (Baseball for Life)
USA Basketball Youth Development Pathway (Basketball for Life)
USA Hockey American Development Model
Soccer-Specific Initiatives
America Scores
MLS Reveals steps to combat racism and increase Black participation
Open Goal Project
US Soccer Foundation

NFL Community and NFL Play 60
NBA Cares and Jr. NBA
MLB Community and MLB Youth
MLS Works and MLS Next
NHL Hockey is for Everyone
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State and Local Organizations & Initiatives
State Depts for School Sports (Education, Health & HS Sports Association)
California Interscholastic Federation
Florida High School Athletic Association
Texas University Interscholastic League
State Departments of Health & Human Welfare
California Health & Human Services Agency
Florida Department of Health
Texas Health and Human Services
Regional Soccer Associations & Larger Clubs
California

American Youth Soccer Organization
Beach Futbol Club
Cal North Youth Soccer Association
Cal South Youth Soccer Association
Legends FC
Mountain View Los Altos Soccer Club
Norcal Premier Soccer
Pateadores Soccer Club
Positive Coaching Alliance
Pro Select Soccer Academy

Florida

Chargers Soccer Club
Florida Elite Soccer Academy
Florida Rush
Florida Youth Soccer Association
Jacksonville FC
Orlando City Soccer School
Palm Beach Gardens Youth Athletic Association
Tampa Bay United
West Florida Flames
Weston FC

Texas

Albion Hurricanes FC
Dallas Texans Soccer Club
Dynamo Dash Youth Soccer Club
Lonestar Soccer Club of Austin
North Texas Youth Soccer Association
Rise Soccer Club
Solar Soccer Club
South Texas Youth Soccer Association
U.S. Youth Soccer
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Specialty Youth Programs
California

Florida

Adaptive Sports & Recreation Association
Angel City Sports
ASCSA Foundation (Dignity Health Park)
California Youth Sports Management (Soccer
Academy)
Challenged Athletes Foundation
LA Kings / Winmark Youth Hockey Outreach
LA Kings Sled Hockey
LA84 Foundation Adaptive Sports
Makapo Aquatics Project
Nike Community Impact Fund Los Angeles
PlayEquity Fund (LA84 Foundation)
PlayLA
Ranchos Los Amigos Wheelchair Sports
Program
San Francisco Recreation & Parks
SoCal Youth Basketball League
Soccer Without Borders
SwimLA
TheA11iance
Warriors Community Foundation

City of North Miami Beach Sports Programs
City of Orlando Youth Athletic Programs
Florida Youth Athletics
Fun 4 First Coast Kids
Fun 4 Orlando Kids
Orlando Youth Sports Leagues i9 Sports
Fun 4 Tampa Kids
Jacksonville Beach Parks & Recreation Youth
Sports
Jacksonville Youth Sports Leagues - i9 Sports
Miami-Dade County Parks & Recreation
North Miami Track & Field
Orange County Florida Athletics for Youth
Tampa Parks & Recreation Youth Leagues &
Sports
Tampa Youth Sports Leagues i9 Sports

Texas

Baller Basketball Camps
City of Bryan Youth Programs
City of College Station Parks & Recreation
City of Fort Worth Parks & Recreation
RISE Adaptive Sports
Special Olympics Texas
Spurs Sports Academy (San Antonio)
TCS Volleyball Academy
Texas Adaptive Aquatics
YES Dallas
Youth Sports Austin
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California

Adaptive Sports & Recreation Association
Angel City Sports
ASCSA Foundation (Dignity Health Park)
California Youth Sports Management
Challenged Athletes Foundation
LA Kings / Winmark Youth Hockey Outreach
LA Kings Sled Hockey
LA84 Foundation Adaptive Sports
Makapo Aquatics Project
Nike Community Impact Fund Los Angeles
PlayEquity Fund (LA84 Foundation)
PlayLA
Ranchos Los Amigos Wheelchair Sports Program
San Francisco Recreation & Parks
SoCal Youth Basketball League
Soccer Without Borders
SwimLA
TheA11iance
Warriors Community Foundation

Florida

City of North Miami Beach Sports Programs
City of Orlando Youth Athletic Programs
Florida Youth Athletics
Fun 4 First Coast Kids
Fun 4 Orlando Kids
Orlando Youth Sports Leagues i9 Sports
Fun 4 Tampa Kids
Jacksonville Beach Parks & Recreation Youth Sports
Jacksonville Youth Sports Leagues - i9 Sports
Miami-Dade County Parks & Recreation
North Miami Track & Field
Orange County Florida Athletics for Youth
Tampa Parks & Recreation Youth Leagues & Sports
Tampa Youth Sports Leagues i9 Sports

Texas

Baller Basketball Camps
City of Bryan Youth Programs
City of College Station Parks & Recreation
City of Fort Worth Parks & Recreation
RISE Adaptive Sports
Special Olympics Texas
Spurs Sports Academy (San Antonio)
TCS Volleyball Academy
Texas Adaptive Aquatics
YES Dallas
Youth Sports Austin
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BUSINESS RESOURCES
Conferences/Events
Project Play Summit held at Audi Field in Washington, D.C. (USA) on May 4, 2022; convenes leaders
from across the Project Play network, share lessons learned from the pandemic, celebrate exemplars
and successes, and chart next steps in building young lives through sports.
National Recreation & Parks Association (Annual Conference + Industry Calendar) the conference is
the premier annual meeting of the park and recreation community; attendees include thousands of
people who are passionate about parks and recreation and making their communities great places for
inspirational education sessions, energetic discussions and an inside look at the latest products for the
field.
LA 2028 Los Angeles is an amazing sports and entertainment city with diverse cultures, a youthful
energy, and a cutting-edge vibe. Existing world-class stadiums and venues across the Los Angeles
region will host the LA28 Games
2026 FIFA World Cup host city initiatives are to be determined
Vendor Guide
NRPA Field Guide vendor/supplier publication; distributed to over 60,000 professionals
Elite Training Facilities
California

Dignity Health Park Campus home of world-class competition and training facilities for amateur, Olympic,
collegiate and professional athletes; features an 8,000-seat tennis stadium; a 27,000-seat stadium for
soccer, football and other athletic competitions and outdoor concerts; a 2,000-seat facility for track & field
and a 2,450-seat indoor Velodrome the VELO Sports Center for track cycling
Located in Carson, California (USA)
Home to LA Galaxy (MLS)
P3 Laboratory (Peak Performance Project) a combination training environment and research laboratory;
leveraging gold-standard biomechanical technology (i.e. 3D Motion Analysis integrated with Force Plates)
Located in Santa Barbara, California and Atlanta, Georgia (USA)
Sanford Power Irvine offers strength and conditioning coaching, sports performance training and testing,
injury risk reduction plans, sports physical therapy through Irvine Orthopedics Sports Therapy and wellness
programs for every athlete; incorporates the latest speed, agility, and strength technologies to customize
our comprehensive approach
Located in Irvine, California (USA)
SportScience Team the Sports Science and Performance Department for the LA Galaxy (MLS); aims to
maximize performance, minimize injury risk, optimize fitness and nutrition levels, and execute
comprehensive training regiments
Located in Los Angeles, California (USA)
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US Olympic Training Center/Chula Vista Elite Athlete Training Center the first center to be masterplanned from the ground up as an Olympic Training Center and is dedicated to the development and
has sport venues and support facilities
for more than a dozen summer Olympic and Paralympic sports, and cross-training abilities for various
winter sports; offers support to athletes including housing, dining, training facilities, local transportation,
recreational facilities, athlete services and professional development programs
Located in Chula Vista, California (USA)
Florida

IMG Academy boarding school and sports camps; total academic, athletic, and personal development in
youth student-athletes; goal is to help the most dedicated and passionate maximize their inherent
potential
Located in Bradenton, Florida (USA)
National Training Center a trusted sports and fitness destination that provides comprehensive wellness
programs, events and training services to educate and support our community and athletes in their
achievement for health and performance excellence
Located in Clermont, Florida (USA)
Texas

1Up Sports Performance goal-oriented athletic development approach helps competitive athletes of all
ages perform at the highest level through mental, physical, and visual training techniques that achieve
proven results
Located in Cedar Park, Texas (USA)
Athlete Performance Enhancement Center (APEC) offers athletic performance, fitness, and medical
services; provide elite training services for all levels of athletic performance and separately offer the most
comprehensive, technologically advanced, and well-rounded fitness program available
Located in Tyler, Texas (USA)
Austin Sports Academy a multi-sport enterprise that brings together the skills, knowledge and
experience of motivated coaches with national, regional, and local scope; aims to deliver more training,
sport and physical activity opportunities for all levels of children and adults to help them engage in a
healthy lifestyle, from weekend warriors to future professional athletes; focuses on a combination of
general motor skills to create a self-confident world class soccer player
Located in Austin, Texas (USA)
BreakAway Speed Sports Training offers innovative sports training and sports medicine for anyone
regardless of age, sport or skill level; provides sports-specific training programs, expert coaching and the
latest in sports therapy, at an intense, high-energy facility
Located in Houston, Texas (USA)
Dynamic Sport Training work with all athletes from youth all the way to the professional and Olympic
levels
Located in Houston, San Antonio, Tomball, and Webster, Texas and Glendale, Arizona (USA)
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Game On Sports Complex the largest multi-sport center in North Texas; combining state-of-the-art
facilities and a world-class individual performance training center, we offer a home for volleyball,
basketball, baseball, football, softball and indoor soccer for teams and leagues of all ages
Located in Fort Worth, Texas (USA)
Genesis Fitness and Performance caters towards athletes who realize that are wanting to maximize their
performance in their sport, as well as clients who want to transform the way they look, feel, and workout
Located in Houston, Texas (USA)
JC Ultimate Training offers year-round programs in private, small-group, and team training settings;
trains athletes as young as 6 to professional athletes
Located in San Antonio, Texas (USA)
KB3 Football Training private football training for youth, middle school, and high school age athletes
Located in Houston, Texas (USA)
Michael Johnson Performance provides in-season and off-season training programs, biomechanical
analysis, nutrition assessments, remote coaching, physical therapy and injury prevention programs for
athletes to build the fundamentals for athletic progress, and maintain superior levels of athletic
performance; combine tested and proven training methodology with the latest and most innovative
techniques to produce the best results possible; training programs are created to help individuals of every
athletic ability achieve their goals and reach their full potential in their sport
Located in McKinney, Texas (USA); present in more than 5 countries
Next Level Athletics a scouting organization with the primary focus to discover emerging high school
football prospects for our college clients across the US
Located in Texas (USA)
Plex offers innovative physical therapy and youth through adult performance training for anyone,
regardless of age, sport, hobby, or skill level
Located in Missouri City, Texas (USA)
Total City Sports Volleyball a nonprofit organization that develops girls for life athletically,
emotionally, and spiritually through accessible year round volleyball and mentoring programs
Located in Austin, Texas (USA)
RRQB Training provides private quarterback lessons and training rooted in individualized and elite
instruction
Located in Fort Worth, Texas (USA)
Other

Comcast NBCUniversal SportsTech Accelerator a 12-week accelerator program is designed to bring your
sports tech idea to life, get it to market, and provide players and teams with a competitive edge built on
technology and innovation; mentors include groups from NBC Sports, NASCAR, GOLF, Comcast Spectator,
and U.S. Olympic National Governing Bodies such as USA Swimming, USA Cycling, and U.S. Ski &
Snowboard
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Driveline Baseball data-driven baseball player development; train through state-of-the-art motion
capture assessments, physical therapy evaluations, and specialized assessment-retest based pitching,
hitting and high-performance coaching; provide software, hardware and physical good solutions for both
in-person and remote training as well as deploy a variety of certifications and educational materials
distilling proprietary internal research to the general industry
In-person gyms located in Kent, Washington and Phoenix, Arizona (USA)
NorthStar Sports elite youth athlete training and teams focusing in basketball, baseball, soccer, and
lacrosse
Headquartered in Poughkeepsie, New York; Training Ranch located in Bulverde, Texas (USA)
QB Collective an elite collective of NFL coaches and world-class experts collaborating to change the
future of football by developing the whole athlete
Camps held in various locations throughout the United States
Budget & Funding Insight
NRPA Agency Performance Review the most comprehensive resource of data and insights for park
and recreation agencies in the United States. The 2021 NRPA Agency Performance Review highlights
25 of the most critical park and recreation metrics collected from the NRPA Park Metrics database.
The Great American Outdoors Act this landmark conservation legislation will use revenues from
energy development to provide up to $1.9 billion a year for five years to provide needed maintenance
for critical facilities and infrastructure in national parks, forests, wildlife refuges, recreation areas, and
American Indian schools. It will also use royalties from offshore oil and natural gas to permanently
fund the Land and Water Conservation Fund to the tune of $900 million a year to invest in
conservation and recreation opportunities across the country, as well as address the maintenance
backlog at NPS facilities, including campgrounds, picnic areas, roads, trails, and other critical
infrastructure. Together with the passage of long-sought infrastructure funding in the INVEST in
America Act, there will be billions of dollars available for land acquisition, park and recreation
planning, and infrastructure maintenance, repair, and development.
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SELECT REFERENCE ARTICLES
The Key Differences in Youth Soccer in the U.S. & Europe
Girls Soccer Network
November 2021

Yahoo Sports
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April 2020
The Problem with American Youth Soccer
How They Play
April 2020
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March 2020
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November 2019
What's Killing Youth Soccer in America Is Also Hurting Most Every Other Sport
Forbes 2018
Youth Soccer Participation Has Fallen Significantly in America
NY Times 2018

Video
The US Sports Landscape Online Workshop
This informative online session produced by the Netherlands Consulate in Miami provides a good overview of
the U.S. youth and collegiate soccer systems.
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